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Executive Summary

In 2011, utilities in the United States spent $7 billion on electric and natural gas energy efficiency programs—nearly a seven-fold increase since 2000. Although multifamily buildings represent about a quarter of the housing units in the U.S. and comprise 20 percent of energy consumed by all households, they have been significantly overlooked by utility energy efficiency programs. And yet the multifamily housing stock is well-positioned for energy efficiency improvements. Approximately 85 percent of multifamily apartments were built before 1990. On average, multifamily housing has less efficient heating, cooling, plumbing, and lighting systems than single-family housing.

In December 2010, the National Housing Trust (NHT) began engaging with utilities and other stakeholders in targeted states to advance multifamily energy efficiency programs. Key objectives of this engagement include:

- Exploring barriers to cost-effective energy efficiency improvements in multifamily affordable housing;
- Demonstrating to utilities the potential for energy savings in this housing stock;
- Identifying tools and approaches to finance energy efficiency improvements and help utilities achieve their goals; and
- Demonstrating the value of new partnerships between utilities and affordable housing stakeholders.

What are the Benefits of Energy Efficiency Improvements in Multifamily Affordable Housing?

Utilities benefit because the reduction in energy consumption helps them to meet mandated energy savings goals.

Low-Income Renters benefit through lower utility bills. Efficiency improvements also lower operating costs and allow owners to maintain affordable housing. Renters also benefit from a healthier living environment which may lower the incidence of illnesses such as asthma.

All Utility Customers benefit because energy efficiency programs decrease their bills in the long run by reducing the need for utilities to invest in expensive new infrastructure which would otherwise be needed to meet higher demand.

Local Economies benefit because low-income families are more likely than the average family to spend money saved from lower energy bills on unmet needs.
NHT is leading this engagement by organizing and convening stakeholders in each state to build the needed relationships and dialogue among the players – energy groups, affordable housing providers, the housing finance agency, and key utilities. NHT’s key partners in this effort include the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE), the National Consumer Law Center (NCLC), and D&R International. They provide technical advice based on best practices in existing utility energy efficiency programs. In each state we’ve partnered with local energy efficiency practitioners with strong ties to utilities and regulators. These local organizations play a critical role in helping NHT facilitate discussions among the key players.

This Action Guide draws on the lessons learned from this engagement to help affordable housing and utility stakeholders work together to ensure that utility-funded energy efficiency programs appropriately serve the affordable multifamily housing sector.

Why multifamily housing?

There are a number of reasons why utilities and affordable housing stakeholders should work together to advance multifamily energy efficiency programs:

- There is significant potential for energy savings in the multifamily housing stock. Energy expenditures per square foot in rented multifamily apartments are 38% higher than in owner-occupied single-family detached homes (See Figure 1). Energy efficiency measures are far less likely to be found in multifamily rentals as compared to any other type of housing.

- A substantial portion of America’s low-income population lives in multifamily rental housing. Low-income households spend a significantly higher proportion of their income on energy expenses as compared to the average household. Approximately 27 million low-income households live in rental housing. Multifamily housing makes up more than 40% of America’s rental housing stock. Households that earn $50,000 or more spend just 3% of their income on residential energy expenditures on average while households that earn $10,000 or less spend 33% of their income on energy expenses (See Figure 2).

![Figure 1. Average energy expenditures per square foot (Dollars)](image1)

![Figure 2. Percent of income spent on energy expenditures](image2)
High energy costs in multifamily housing make it difficult to sustain affordable rental housing for low-income families. Utility costs are the largest operating expense in subsidized master-metered multifamily rental buildings and the second largest operating expense in individually metered subsidized multifamily buildings (See Figure 3). Reducing operating expenses in multifamily buildings frees up capital that can be used to address maintenance repair needs or make other necessary improvements.

Multifamily rental housing has been generally underserved by existing utility-sponsored energy efficiency programs. A minority of utilities have developed targeted multifamily energy efficiency programs. Programs that are targeted to multifamily housing are funded at rates far less than its share of the housing market.

Key takeaways

Our experience clearly shows that obstacles preventing utility-sponsored investments in multifamily affordable housing can be overcome through collaboration between the housing and utility sectors. Engagement in the four states detailed in this report (Maryland, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island) contributed significantly to utilities committing nearly $40 million in funding for energy efficiency improvements to multifamily affordable housing.
Nevertheless, advancing effective utility-sponsored multifamily energy efficiency programs can be challenging. It requires active engagement and dialogue between a range of stakeholders from both sectors who operate in complex regulatory environments. While their goals may overlap, each sector faces unique constraints:

- Utilities, for example, must demonstrate to regulators that ratepayer funds are being used cost-effectively to achieve energy savings. This might limit the types of energy efficiency measures and incentive levels utilities can provide.

- Often utilities are required to attribute the costs of providing energy efficiency services to the customer sector that benefitted from the services, e.g. the costs of providing services to commercial customers are recovered through a surcharge on utility accounts paid by commercial customers. This requirement can make it difficult for utilities to create single programs that serve multifamily buildings with a mix of accounts (commercial and residential).

- Affordable housing stakeholders also face constraints when adopting energy efficiency improvements. Low-income multifamily buildings operate with limited cash flow and may be unable to take on new debt to finance improvements. Most low-income multifamily properties are operated by staff with very limited resources to pursue and apply for energy efficiency funding. Owners will be discouraged from seeking utility-funded efficiency services if they must go through the time-consuming process of applying to multiple programs to address all energy saving opportunities in the building.

These and other challenges are further described in this Guide, along with suggestions for successful engagement. Employing both informal and formal engagement strategies may be necessary to advance successful multifamily programs. Guidelines for successful engagement include the following:

- **Build the right relationships.** Understanding who controls key decisions, both formally and informally, is a critical first step in advancing successful programs.

- **Define the value proposition for the utilities.** A primary objective of utility energy efficiency programs in many states is that such programs achieve high, cost-effective savings in order to fulfill state mandated energy reduction goals. Therefore, it is important for affordable housing stakeholders to demonstrate that there is significant, cost-effective energy savings potential in the multifamily housing stock.

- **Convene stakeholders to discuss opportunities and challenges.** Simply bringing stakeholders together and facilitating an open dialogue can catalyze change. Engagement between utilities and affordable housing stakeholders should begin by developing a mutual understanding of each others’ goals and how they overlap. The initial meeting must also include building awareness about respective constraints and obstacles. Agreement by all parties on the main obstacles preventing multifamily affordable housing from receiving utility-funded services will help pave the way for discussion about appropriate solutions.
• **Take advantage of strategic “entry points.”** Utilities and affordable housing stakeholders should be aware of key strategic entry points or milestones that provide an opportunity to advance utility-funded energy efficiency services for multifamily affordable housing. Examples include utility plan filing deadlines, utility stakeholder collaboratives, and regulator rulemaking proceedings.

• **Advance both program and policy changes.** Engagement should address both the program and policy changes needed to successfully implement utility-sponsored energy efficiency services for multifamily housing. An example of a programmatic change might be a utility implementing a one-stop-shop for multifamily housing so owners don’t have to apply to multiple programs to fully address the energy efficiency needs of the whole building. An example of a policy change might be a state regulator determining that multifamily buildings can be classified as either commercial or residential.

---

**Examples of informal and formal engagement strategies for advancing multifamily utility energy efficiency programs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Informal Strategies</th>
<th>Formal Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Develop partnerships with utility energy efficiency staff.</td>
<td>• Provide comments on proposed utility energy efficiency plans during proceedings before the public utility commission and intervene in other proceedings when a company’s energy efficiency plans can be revised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Convene utility and housing agency staff to discuss opportunities for collaboration.</td>
<td>• Seek policy changes from the public utility commission to better align utility incentives with multifamily housing needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Share best practices from successful multifamily programs.</td>
<td>• Pursue and demonstrate support from a coalition of organizations that share your goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Demonstrate the potential for energy savings in multifamily housing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
About this Action Guide

This Action Guide is intended to serve as a practical tool for those seeking better partnerships among utility companies, affordable housing stakeholders, and energy efficiency advocates – towards the goal of making sure that utility-funded energy efficiency programs appropriately serve the affordable multifamily housing sector. It draws on the experience and knowledge gained by the authors as they engaged utilities to advance improved policies and increased energy efficiency resources for affordable multifamily housing.

The remainder of this report is organized into the following sections:

- Multifamily Affordable Housing and Utility Energy Efficiency Programs: An Overview provides background on utility-sector energy efficiency programs and why the utility and affordable housing sectors should work together;

- Guidelines for Advancing Multifamily Energy Efficiency Programs through Advocacy and Engagement describes key lessons learned from engaging utility and affordable housing sector stakeholders;

- Engagement in Action: State Case studies documents the challenges and opportunities encountered while advancing utility-sector multifamily energy efficiency programs in four specific states: Maryland, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island.

This Action Guide is intended to complement previous reports aimed at advancing multifamily utility energy efficiency programs. Recently released resources on this topic include, but are not limited to, the following:


- Up the Chimney: How HUD’s Inaction Costs Taxpayers Millions and Drives Up Utility Bills for Low-Income Families by the National Consumer Law Center (2010)


Our experience clearly shows that obstacles preventing utility-sponsored investments in multifamily affordable housing can be overcome through collaboration between the housing and utility sectors. Engagement in the four states detailed in this report contributed significantly to utilities committing nearly $40 million in funding for energy efficiency improvements to multifamily affordable housing.
Multifamily Affordable Housing and Utility Energy Efficiency Programs: An Overview

Serving the Common Good through Affordable Housing and Utility-Sector Energy Efficiency Programs

Energy efficiency programs for utility customers have been in place for over three decades in many areas of the United States. Such programs have clear records of successfully helping electric and natural gas customers lower their energy costs through increased energy efficiency of homes, businesses, institutions, and factories. Such programs yield energy savings that comprise significant energy resources for meeting customer needs and system demands. Saving energy through improved customer efficiency is by far the cheapest energy resource available. Customer programs achieve energy savings at about one-third the cost of new generation resources for electricity. These programs also deliver significant environmental benefits by reducing emissions from fossil fuel generation. They also provide positive economic benefits by boosting economic development and jobs.


** High case scenario. Source: Barbose, G.L. et al., The future of utility customer-funded energy efficiency programs in the USA: projected spending and savings to 2025 (Berkeley, CA: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 2013).
Utility-sector energy efficiency programs have experienced rapid, large growth since 2000 (See Figure 4). Funding for such programs, both electric and natural gas, was about $7 billion in 2011—nearly a seven-fold increase since 2000. This growth is in significant part attributable to enactment of policies called energy efficiency resource standards (EERS) that establish high, specific energy savings targets to be achieved through utility and related non-utility energy efficiency programs. EERS policies are now in place in 24 states (See Figure 5). Indeed, many other states without such specific policies also have greatly increased their commitments to energy efficiency programs. The common driver of this rapid growth is the objective of achieving high levels of cost-effective energy efficiency and thereby reaping the substantial economic and environmental benefits that result.

Energy efficiency programs available to utility customers typically include financial incentives such as rebates and loans, technical services such as audits and retrofits, and education on the benefits of energy efficiency improvements. While utilities are the primary administrators of programs in most states, there are a number of non-utility administered programs serving utility customers. By way of example, third-party administered programs have been established in states such as New York, Oregon, Vermont, and Wisconsin, as the result of the utility restructuring.

Figure 5. States with Energy Efficiency Resource Standards (EERS)

The Challenges of and Opportunities for Improving Energy Efficiency in Multifamily Housing

Multifamily buildings represent about a quarter of the housing units in the U.S. and comprise 20% of energy consumed by all housing units, yet have been greatly overlooked when it comes to implementing energy efficiency programs. It is often difficult to quantify exactly the extent to which multifamily housing is underserved by utility energy efficiency programs because utilities rarely report the number of multifamily buildings that receive services. However, studies have clearly noted that multifamily housing has received a disproportionately small share of available electric and natural gas utility energy efficiency funding in many states.

An appropriate indicator of a state’s commitment of utility-sector energy efficiency resources to multifamily housing is the presence and funding level of targeted programs that are designed for and marketed to multifamily owners and tenants. While multifamily housing may be eligible for services through a utility’s commercial and residential programs, these programs are typically not established to address the unique challenges of reaching this housing sector.

A recent analysis completed by ACEEE analyzed the 50 metropolitan areas with the largest multifamily housing stock to determine which areas had targeted multifamily programs offered by one or more utilities. ACEEE found that 20 of the 50 metropolitan areas have no utility programs targeted to multifamily housing. Furthermore, ACEEE’s analysis determined that spending on targeted multifamily programs varied widely. In the vast majority of metropolitan areas for which spending data was available, the share of residential spending on multifamily targeted programs was less than the multifamily share of households (See Figure 6; Note that Figure 6 does not include metro areas with targeted multifamily programs for which spending information was not available at the program level or by building type).

![Figure 6. Comparison of 2011 spending on targeted multifamily programs to the multifamily share of the housing market.](image)

Specific reasons multifamily housing is underserved by utility programs include, but are not limited to, the following:

- There’s been a failure to create programs designed for and targeted to multifamily buildings (5+ units). Tailored programs are necessary to ensure that a multifamily building receives comprehensive energy efficiency measures. Residential utility programs do not address common area efficiency needs such as upgrading a boiler system. Commercial utility programs do not provide incentives for reducing energy consumption in resident living spaces. Programs designed for multifamily housing overcome this hurdle by providing owners easy access to a package of incentives that address both common area and tenant living spaces.

- There is a landlord/tenant “split-incentive” market barrier in multifamily rental housing. That is, the landlord who owns the property and is responsible for capital investments and upkeep is not necessarily the same party responsible for paying all of a multifamily building’s energy costs. The landlord therefore lacks the motivation to make efficiency improvements in areas where the resident is responsible for the utility bill.

- Multifamily buildings benefit the most from energy efficiency services designed to reduce both electric and natural gas consumption. Therefore, utility companies should offer a comprehensive package of measures for both types of energy use. This might require coordination among separate utility companies, i.e. an electric service provider and a natural gas provider. This type of integrated approach might be difficult to achieve.

- Multifamily owners and operators are also discouraged from pursuing energy efficiency services because they lack the expertise to navigate through the retrofit process which includes securing energy audit services, soliciting contractor bids, and assembling financing.

Despite these and other challenges, there are several promising multifamily energy efficiency programs in the U.S. Such programs have addressed these challenges through innovative program designs and collaborations among key stakeholders that serve these markets.

Due to the different approaches by which states regulate utility energy efficiency policies, multifamily
building owners must engage utilities or other program administrators based on each utility’s energy efficiency regulatory circumstances and the building owners’ needs. The most effective multifamily energy efficiency programs are jointly funded by building owners and utility-sector programs and install multiple, long-lasting natural gas and electricity-saving measures.

The potential energy and cost savings from improving the energy efficiency of multifamily buildings are large. The Benningfield Group (2009) estimated that the achievable potential by the year 2020 was over 51,000 gigawatt-hours of electricity and over 2,800 million therms of natural gas. These potential savings would have a value of nearly $9 billion annually to property owners and tenants, compared to current energy costs of $31 billion, a savings of nearly 30%.21

As utilities and program administrators push to achieve and sustain the high energy savings required by state EERS, they cannot ignore or underserve multifamily housing markets. The savings potential from multifamily upgrades are large and can contribute significantly to overall program savings and help meet aggressive energy savings targets mandated by state governments. Program administrators are recognizing the important role that multifamily programs can play in meeting their savings goals and are responding by introducing or expanding these types of programs. They also recognize that a large share of customers served by such programs are low-income households for whom reducing energy costs and keeping such costs affordable meet critical needs with very clear, direct benefits for their well-being.

Utility Industry Takes Note of Multifamily

Increasingly public utility commissions, utilities, and program administrators are taking action to ensure the fair expenditure of energy efficiency funds in the multifamily housing sector. Recently the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) and the National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates (NASUCA) adopted resolutions supporting this goal.22 NARUC’s resolution, adopted July 20, 2011, noted that “Energy efficiency programs for owners of, or tenants living in, multifamily affordable housing have in the past not always been well-designed for easy access.”

The NARUC Board of Directors further resolved:

“That public utility commissions, in proceedings in which utility expenditures on energy efficiency are being raised, should use their discretion when appropriate to investigate the extent to which the company’s energy efficiency programs are fairly serving all customer sectors, including but not limited to the affordable multifamily sector.”
Guidelines for Advancing Multifamily Energy Efficiency Programs through Advocacy and Engagement

Advancing effective utility-sponsored multifamily energy efficiency programs requires active engagement and dialogue among a range of stakeholders from both sectors. While there is no single correct approach or set of tactics that can be used to overcome long-existing barriers to providing high-quality, utility-funded programs for affordable housing, the guidelines listed below will help you to understand the context in which successful engagement can occur.

Build the right relationships.

There are a number of interested and involved parties who are likely to play a role in the planning and implementation of successful utility-funded energy efficiency services to affordable housing properties. Understanding who they are can be a challenge, but is a critical first step in advancing successful programs (See Figure 7). Key decision-makers should be involved early on in the engagement process, as they will have considerable sway over the final outcome. These individuals are likely to include, but may not be limited to, the following:

- Utility staff involved with planning and administering commercial, residential and low-income energy efficiency programs;
- Program implementers designated by the utilities to deliver energy efficiency services;
- Key staff from the state agency responsible for regulating the utilities (e.g. the public utility commission, etc.);
- Key staff from the state office of consumer advocate;
- State/local energy efficiency advocates and legal aid/consumer rights’ advocates;
- Key staff from the state housing finance agency or state department of housing and community development; and
- Multifamily developers and/or asset managers.

Begin with energy efficiency advocates. Affordable housing stakeholders that are interested in engaging with utilities for the first time should begin by building relationships with influential energy efficiency advocates in the state. These advocates will themselves have working relationships with the utilities and other key stakeholders and can serve as trusted facilitators of any convenings. To help facilitate conversations in our target states, NHT retained the services of local energy efficiency advocates and experts including Minnesota Green Communities, CNT Energy, and the Pennsylvania Utility Law Project.
Utility energy efficiency program staff and administrators
Designs and manages energy efficiency offerings. Prepares program plans for regulator approval. Responsible for ensuring that energy efficiency goals are met. Responsible for ensuring program participation.

Utility regulators (e.g. public utility commission, etc.) and other interested state agencies
Utility regulators implement state laws governing energy efficiency requirements of utilities. Regulators review and approve utility energy efficiency plans. Other interested state agencies might include the state Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA). OCAs advocate on behalf of consumers for reliable utility service at reasonable rates. They often participate in PUC proceedings to ensure that ratepayer funded programs are well-designed and prudently-administered.

Energy efficiency and consumer rights organizations
Engages directly with utilities and regulators to influence energy efficiency policy. Consumer rights organizations advocate for fair treatment of low-income consumers in energy and utility related manners. These groups can serve as trusted facilitators of discussions given their established relationships with utilities and regulators.

State housing finance agency (HFA), affordable housing developers, and intermediaries
HFAs finance the creation and preservation of multifamily affordable housing and administer federal and state housing programs. Affordable housing owners and developers are mission-driven organizations that create and maintain affordable housing for low-income families. Other intermediaries include non-profit community development financial institutions that provide below market financing for affordable housing. These groups can provide utilities a pipeline of projects.
Define the value proposition for the utilities.

A primary objective of utility energy efficiency programs in many states is to achieve cost-effective energy savings in order to fulfill state mandated energy reduction goals. Therefore, it is important for affordable housing stakeholders to demonstrate that there is significant untapped energy savings potential in the multifamily housing stock. This can be done a number of ways including:

- Documenting successful examples of retrofit projects and resulting energy savings;
- Benchmarking energy use in multifamily affordable properties and identifying buildings with higher than average energy use; and
- Providing data on the size and age of the multifamily stock in the utilities’ service areas.

The following chart estimates the total annual electricity energy savings that can be achieved in the multifamily housing stock for a subset of states (See Figure 8). These 15 states have the greatest electricity energy savings potential based on the number of multifamily apartments in the state and the average annual electricity consumed by a multifamily household in the region the state is located. This analysis assumes that energy efficiency improvements to multifamily apartments will result in a modest 15% reduction in electricity consumption. Other analyses have used a similar approach to estimate the electricity savings potential in the multifamily housing stock.

![Figure 8. Estimated electricity savings potential in GWhs from efficiency improvements in the multifamily housing stock](image-url)
Convene stakeholders to discuss opportunities and challenges.

Simply bringing stakeholders together and facilitating an open dialogue can catalyze change. Engagement between utilities and affordable housing stakeholders should begin by developing a mutual understanding of each other’s goals and how they overlap. It must also include building awareness about respective constraints and obstacles. Agreement by all parties on the main obstacles preventing multifamily affordable housing from receiving utility-funded services will help pave the way for discussion about appropriate solutions.

It is important for utilities to know that affordable housing stakeholders are motivated to provide sustainable housing because it helps to maintain housing affordability for low-income families. Affordable housing stakeholders should educate utilities about how federal and state housing agencies incorporate incentives for energy efficiency in their funding programs. For example, many state housing finance agencies require properties to meet minimum energy efficiency requirements in order to receive funding through the Low Income Housing Tax Credit program. Utilities will be more open to act if they are confident that sufficient demand exists to warrant the creation of new multifamily energy efficiency programs.

Utility and affordable housing stakeholders operate within complex and challenging regulatory frameworks and face unique constraints as they pursue their respective goals. Building a mutual understanding of these constraints is important early on in the engagement process. Agreement by all parties on the main obstacles preventing multifamily affordable housing from receiving utility-funded services will help pave the way for discussion about appropriate solutions.

The Power of Benchmarking Energy Use

Benchmarking can be a powerful tool for maximizing energy savings by helping utilities to target the most energy inefficient properties.

In 2010, several Massachusetts utilities began benchmarking energy usage in low-income buildings as part of their implementation of a comprehensive multifamily retrofit program. Utilities used an on-line application called WegoWise to collect and analyze the data. By 2011, the utilities had inventoried and ranked more than 6,300 gas and electric utility accounts. Based on the available data, the utilities concluded that approximately 50% of gas accounts, 60% of whole-building electric accounts and 51% of common area electric accounts performed “worse than average” or “poor” in terms of average energy usage per square foot.

Based on the data, the utilities concluded that “there is a strong pool of candidates ripe for cost-effective energy efficiency improvements.”

As utilities and third-party program administrators push to achieve and sustain the high energy savings required by state policies, they cannot ignore or underserve multifamily housing markets. The savings potential from multifamily upgrades are large and can contribute significantly to overall program portfolio savings and thus help meet aggressive targets.
Affordable housing stakeholders should be aware that some of the common constraints faced by utilities include, but are not limited to, the following:

- **Strict cost-effectiveness tests.** Utilities must demonstrate to regulators that the benefits of their proposed energy efficiency programs outweigh any costs. Depending on how the regulators define the benefits and apply such tests, utilities may be restricted in the types of measures and incentive level they are able to provide.

- **Cost recovery requirements.** Utilities recover the costs of their investments in energy efficiency through surcharges on customer utility bills. Often utilities are required to attribute the costs of providing energy efficiency services to the customer sector that benefitted from the services. For example, the costs of providing services to commercial customers are recovered through a surcharge on utility accounts paid by commercial customers. This requirement can make it difficult for utilities to create single programs that serve multifamily buildings with a mix of accounts (commercial and residential).

- **Cost effectiveness of comprehensive portfolios.** As mentioned above, utilities must demonstrate that the benefits of a portfolio of programs outweigh the costs. Demonstrating the cost effectiveness of comprehensive energy efficiency services can be challenging for several reasons. Effective comprehensive energy efficiency programs require the implementation of “indirect” services such as energy audits which do not directly result in energy savings. While some regulators allow utilities to use ratepayer funds to recover the cost of providing energy audits, they might not allow utilities to claim energy savings from such measures. Therefore, the challenge facing the utility and the regulator is ensuring that the total cost of providing energy audits and direct energy saving measures does not outweigh program benefits. Utilities also face the challenge of attributing energy savings across various programs when measures save both electricity and natural gas (e.g. shell measures that result in electric savings by reducing cooling loads and in natural gas savings by reducing heating loads).

- **Compliance with low-income targets.** It is not uncommon for state law to require utilities to dedicate a portion of their energy efficiency budget towards achieving energy savings in low-income households. Utilities might require clarity from regulators on determining the eligibility of low-income buildings (including income levels, the necessary threshold of low-income units, and how to ensure tenants benefit from the measures) if they are to use savings from multifamily housing to meet this requirement. In addition, master-metered multifamily buildings are often not eligible to participate in low-income residential programs because they are designated as commercial customers.

Utilities should be aware that some of the common constraints faced by affordable housing stakeholders include, but are not limited to, the following:

- **Limited access to upfront capital and ability to take on new debt.** Owners of low-income buildings are constrained by restricted access to capital to make energy efficiency improvements. In subsidized housing, regulatory agreements sometimes prevent owners from using cash reserves to contribute towards the cost of upgrades.
Many affordable properties have multiple investors who might be unwilling to agree to additional asset-backed debt.

Utilities should be aware of these constraints when determining the type and level of incentives appropriate for low-income multifamily housing. Incentives that reduce owner upfront costs can be effective at overcoming this challenge. Financing approaches that are likely to succeed include low or zero interest loans coupled with on-bill repayment that allows the owner to repay the loan through a surcharge on their utility bill.

• **Limited staff capacity.** Most low-income multifamily properties are operated by staff with very limited resources to pursue and apply for energy efficiency funding. Owners will be discouraged from seeking utility-funded efficiency services if they must go through the time-consuming process of applying to multiple programs to address all energy saving opportunities in the building. Similarly, multifamily owners will be discouraged from participating in low-income utility programs if doing so requires a burdensome process to verify the eligibility of tenants. Utilities and regulators can avoid this obstacle by working with owners and housing agencies to use existing income documentation to verify that the building qualifies as low-income under the requirement of the utility program.

---

**Putting it Together: PSE&G’s Successful Multifamily Program**

New Jersey’s largest utility, PSE&G, has developed a successful approach to overcoming a number of the obstacles that have prevented multifamily housing from being appropriately served through previous utility energy efficiency programs. PSE&G has committed nearly $40 million over four years to its Residential Multifamily Housing Program. The program provides upfront interest-free financing and grant incentives to cover the cost of eligible energy efficiency improvements.

In 2009, PSE&G developed the multifamily retrofit program in collaboration with the New Jersey Housing and Mortgage Finance Agency (NJHMFA). An initial investment of $19 million was dedicated towards energy upgrades in multifamily housing. The program quickly became fully subscribed. PSE&G proposed investing another $20 million in the program to address the backlog of applicants on the waiting list. To gain access to potential customers, PSE&G relied on NJHMFA’s help to reach multifamily owners.

Highlights of the program include the following:

• The program provides resources for whole building retrofits. PSE&G contractors perform a comprehensive energy audit to target the most cost-effective energy efficiency improvements. If owners do not pursue measures, they are required to pay back half the cost of the audit.

• Incentives eliminate or significantly reduce the owner’s contribution to the construction costs. Owners have the option of repaying the zero interest loans through energy savings on their utility bill.

• Participating owners who may be unfamiliar with how to procure energy efficiency services receive guidance and technical assistance for soliciting contractor bids.26, 27
Take advantage of strategic “entry points.”

Utilities and affordable housing stakeholders should be aware of key strategic entry points or milestones that can be taken advantage of to advance utility-funded energy efficiency services for multifamily affordable housing.

Utility plan filing deadlines. Utilities are often required to submit their energy efficiency portfolio plans to the state regulator for approval. The frequency of these filings varies by state but tends to be every two or three years. In preparation of submitting a plan, utilities will evaluate their current portfolio of programs to determine what changes, if any, should be made to improve the existing offerings and achieve the required reduction in energy consumption. Affordable housing stakeholders interested in advancing multifamily energy efficiency programs should find out the filing deadlines in their state and begin engaging with utilities about a year or so before they are required to file their plans (See Figure 9 for filing timelines for a sample of states). In addition, utility regulators typically provide the public an opportunity to review and comment on the submitted plans before they give final approval. Affordable housing stakeholders should use this process to comment on the need to address the multifamily housing stock and make recommendations for better serving this sector.

State housing finance agency pipeline. State housing finance agencies (HFAs) oversee a portfolio of low-income multifamily properties and administer funding for the recapitalization and rehabilitation of existing affordable housing. Utilities can partner with HFAs and gain access to a pipeline of properties that are well-poised to participate in utility-funded programs.

Utility stakeholder collaboratives. Many utilities hold regular stakeholder working group meetings to receive feedback on current and planned energy efficiency programs. Affordable housing stakeholders should identify and participate in these collaboratives in order to build support for multifamily programs.

Utility proceedings. State regulators conduct a broad range of rulemaking proceedings and hearings in response to utility applications in which the design of energy efficiency programs may be raised. Stakeholders should partner with groups that closely monitor these cases (e.g., the Office of Consumer Advocate, Office of the Attorney General, and consumer groups) to identify particular proceedings in which it would be appropriate to propose modifications to utility energy efficiency programs so that they better serve the multifamily sector.

Share best practices.

Sharing best practices from other states can be helpful in overcoming resistance to adopting multifamily energy efficiency programs from utilities and/or regulators. Best practices can be used to clearly demonstrate that obstacles to change can be overcome. However, to be most effective, the best practices used should be based in a similar context as to the one you are operating in (e.g. same region, regulatory environment, etc.).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Energy Efficiency Program Filing Deadlines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>By June 1 of each odd year each utility must file an implementation plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Utilities must file plans by April 1, 2013 for the 2014-2016 program period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Xcel Energy filed its 2012-2013 energy efficiency plan in August 2011.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Plans must be submitted on September 1st of each year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Hawaii’s statewide energy efficiency administrator is required to submit an annual plan prior to July each year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Beginning in 2007, a utility must file a plan no later than October 1 every 3 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Plans must be filed with the Commission on July 1, 2013, 2016, and 2019.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Maine’s statewide energy efficiency administrator must file an annual implementation plan prior to December 3 each year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Beginning July 1, 2008, each electric utility must submit a plan every 3 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Beginning in 2009, the electric and natural gas distribution companies must submit their respective plans every 3 years on or before October 31.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Beginning in 2009, gas and electric investor-owned utilities must file conservation improvement plans every three years by June 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Public Service Company of NM July 1, 2014 and every 2 years thereafter; Southwestern Public Service Company on April 15, 2013 and every 2 years thereafter; El Paso Electric Company on June 15, 2013 and every 2 years thereafter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Beginning September 1, 2008, each utility must submit an integrated resource plan every 2 years that includes energy efficiency programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Each electric utility must file an updated program portfolio plan by April 15, 2013, and by April 15th every third year thereafter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Plans for 2013-2015 program years were submitted on November 1, 2012.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Annual plans must be submitted by November 1, 2012 of each year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>An electric utility must submit a plan on or before April 1st of each year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Beginning Jan. 2010, electric utilities are required to file conservation plans every 2 years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Engagement in Action: State Case Studies

Pennsylvania

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study at a glance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Challenges:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of targeted funding for multifamily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of one-stop-shop for multifamily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of policy guidance from the PUC in support of multifamily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement Approach:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Multiple convenings identified programmatic and policy barriers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Partnered with the Pennsylvania Utility Law Project to facilitate conversations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Multifamily retrofits completed by the Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency demonstrated energy savings potential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Advanced program and policy changes using strategic entry points including the PUC’s review of existing program rules and utility plan filing requirement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Demonstrated broad coalition of support for policy changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• PUC adopts policy change to incent the creation of targeted multifamily programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Utilities create targeted multifamily programs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In November 2012 several Pennsylvania electric utilities announced new multifamily energy efficiency programs representing a total investment of more than $12 million. One year earlier the project team began engaging with the utilities, the public utility commission, and other key stakeholders to address the lack of dedicated funding for multifamily housing. Early on it became apparent that more explicit incentives from the public utility commission (PUC) were necessary to encourage the utilities to better serve the multifamily housing sector. The project team proposed several policy changes that were ultimately adopted by the PUC and helped to incent utilities to create dedicated multifamily energy efficiency programs.

Right timing and state partners prove critical to success

Electric utilities in Pennsylvania are required by state law to adopt an energy efficiency and conservation plan (EE&C plan) to reduce electric consumption among their customers. The Pennsylvania PUC is responsible for ensuring that utilities comply with the law, known as Act 129, and setting forth the rules and regulations by which the utilities must follow when developing their portfolio of programs. The PUC must approve a utility’s EE&C plan before it can be
PHFA’s Preservation through Smart Rehab Program Proves the Value of Multifamily Energy Efficiency

There are approximately 139,000 units of existing affordable housing in Pennsylvania, of which more than half are over 25 years old. The Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency (PHFA) identified high operating costs driven by rising utility expenses as a threat to the continued affordability of this housing stock. PHFA created the Preservation through Smart Rehab Program (Smart Rehab) to provide financing for capital improvements that will result in a measurable reduction in energy consumption and utility costs. In addition to financing, the program includes comprehensive energy audits, project oversight during construction, and benchmarking.

Presbyterian Apartments in Harrisburg, PA illustrates the benefits of energy efficiency improvements for the tenants and owners of multifamily affordable housing. Constructed in 1965, Presbyterian Apartments consists of 165 one-bedroom apartments reserved for low-income seniors. It also includes several common areas including a community room and laundry facility. It is a duel-fuel property with electricity used for heating/air conditioning and natural gas used for clothes drying. Steam is used to heat domestic water.

A comprehensive energy audit identified a number of energy saving opportunities. More efficient lighting was installed in common areas and apartments. ENERGY STAR refrigerators replaced inefficient models. Apartment heat pumps were also replaced. Each apartment was air sealed.

These improvements have resulted in significant energy savings. A 21% reduction in energy use was measured during the first five months after the retrofit was completed. The cost savings from lower utility bills is helping to stabilize the property’s finances and ensure that it will continue to operate as quality affordable housing for seniors.
program that had achieved proven results. PHFA was also able to use examples of completed retrofits to demonstrate the potential for energy savings in older multifamily buildings.

The Pennsylvania Utility Law Project (PULP) played a critical role in facilitating discussions with key stakeholders including the utilities, the Public Utility Commission, the Office of Consumer Advocate and others. PULP’s experience and credibility as an advocate for the rights of Pennsylvania’s low-income consumers made it the ideal organization to facilitate discussions with these stakeholders.

Making sure everyone understands the challenges

In November 2011 the NHT project team convened representatives from Pennsylvania electric utilities along with energy efficiency advocates, affordable housing owners and advocates, legal aid providers, and representatives from several key state government agencies including PHFA, the PA PUC, the Department of Community and Economic Development, and the Office of Consumer Advocate. Participants discussed the opportunities and benefits of retrofitting multifamily affordable housing using utility programs, as well as the challenges. Several challenges quickly surfaced as the main impediments to using utility funding for multifamily affordable housing. They included the following:

- Utilities required assurance that they will receive the benefits of energy consumption savings if they implemented low-income multifamily programs. The utilities needed to feel confident that such programs would help them satisfy their energy savings obligations under Act 129.

- Utilities and affordable housing stakeholders cited metering issues as a stumbling block. Commercial utility programs are only available to customers with commercial meters, while residential programs, including programs designated for low-income residents, are only available to customers with residential meters. An owner of a multifamily building with a mix of meters would have to apply to both programs to address the full building- a time-consuming and confusing process. Furthermore, programs designated for low-income households only served residential accounts, effectively shutting out residents of master-metered affordable multifamily buildings from receiving any benefits.

- Affordable housing stakeholders also identified the challenge of securing capital for up-front costs as an obstacle.

PUC announces support for multifamily housing

In March 2012 the PA PUC issued a secretarial letter requesting feedback on the implementation of Act 129 in anticipation of utilities’ next plan filing. The project team submitted multiple comment letters calling on the PUC to provide appropriate incentives to ensure that multifamily housing is adequately served by utility EE&C plans. More than 30 organizations representing a broad coalition of national and state energy efficiency experts and service providers, affordable housing advocates, providers, investors and managers, and supporters of low-income consumer rights, joined this effort.
In its final implementation order, the PUC agreed that multifamily housing has been underserved and “encouraged the [utilities] to recognize the available potential for energy savings in multifamily housing and develop strategies and programs to sufficiently address this opportunity within their Phase II EE&C plans.” Although the project team requested that the PUC require utilities to meet certain funding and savings targets in the multifamily sector, the PUC declined to do so. Several utilities opposed the creation of such a mandate because there was no such requirement for a specific carve-out of budget or savings from the multifamily housing sector in the Act 129 legislation.

Absent specific multifamily requirements, there needed to be some other way to incent the utilities to create multifamily programs. The Act 129 legislation requires utilities to obtain a minimum of 10% of all consumption reductions from the units of federal, state and local governments, educational institutions, and nonprofit entities. The project team urged the Commission to allow utilities to count energy savings achieved through low-income multifamily programs against the Government/Educational/Nonprofit requirement. The Commission agreed and determined that any savings achieved from multifamily housing that was financed under a federal or state housing program would count under the Government/Educational/Nonprofit carve-out. This includes for-profit owned multifamily properties so long as long-term rent restrictions are in place.

Utilities create new multifamily programs

In November 2012 the utilities filed their 2013-2015 EE&C plans with the PUC. Several utilities included new or improved multifamily programs. PECO created the Smart Multi-Family Solutions program. The program is designed for retrofit and replacement projects in both master-metered common areas and individually-metered units of multifamily facilities. By creating a single program that addresses both residential and commercial meters, PECO has streamlined the process owners must go through to access energy efficiency incentives for the entire multifamily building.

Duquesne Light has also created a program geared towards providing a simplified, one-stop-shop for owners of low-income multifamily properties seeking energy efficiency services. The Multifamily Housing Retrofit Program provides energy efficiency audits and financial incentives, assistance to owners in evaluating potential measures and soliciting contractors, and support for owners in integrating funding from non-utility sources.

PPL Electric created a Master Metered Low-Income Multifamily Housing Program. The program will provide direct installation, financial incentives, and rebates for electric efficiency improvements in low-income multifamily buildings. The program offers higher incentives than typically offered through other utility programs in order to best engage building owners with limited available capital.
In the fall of 2011 the project team began working with stakeholders in Minnesota to advance low-income multifamily utility programs. There were several opportunities that the project team seized on in Minnesota. These included a very engaged and effective state housing finance agency; clear energy savings goals for utilities; a history of robust utility energy efficiency programs for other building sectors; a supportive and engaged public utility commission; and a statutory requirement that utilities dedicate a certain percentage of their efficiency budgets to benefit low-income households. The main obstacle to the creation of low-income multifamily programs was a lack of understanding of the respective goals and constraints of utility and multifamily affordable housing stakeholders. To address this challenge, the project team facilitated several structured discussions among key players in order to collaborate to develop specific and practical program design concepts.

### Maintaining early momentum

Stakeholders in Minnesota realized the importance of serving multifamily housing and formed the Rental Housing Energy Efficiency Working Group in early 2010. Xcel Energy and CenterPoint Energy, the state's two largest investor-owned utilities, attended the Working Group, as did representatives from legal aid organizations, Minnesota Green Communities, the Minnesota Housing Finance Agency, among others. The Group published a report in January of 2011 outlining detailed and comprehensive recommendations to overcome barriers to providing energy efficiency upgrades in multifamily housing.
The Trust convened key stakeholders in September of 2011, including utility companies, state agencies, and the housing finance agency. Early on, the Trust allied with Minnesota Green Communities, an affordable housing initiative that had well-developed relationships with the utilities. The aims of the meeting were to revisit the importance of improving the efficiency of multifamily housing and to develop cooperative partnerships between the key stakeholders. Several affordable housing providers presented examples of completed multifamily retrofit projects, noting the resultant energy savings. Utilities left the meeting with a better understanding of the scale of energy savings that could be achieved in the multifamily stock and how they might access the sector. Affordable housing providers left the meeting more aware of the utilities' role in providing energy efficiency services. These takeaways spurred continued interest among both sets of stakeholders to advance multifamily programs.

Identifying the barriers

A second convening was held in January 2012. It was structured as a workshop with the goal of collaboratively developing specific and practical design concepts of cost-effective and easily accessible multifamily energy efficiency programs. Utility representatives and multifamily affordable housing stakeholders were provided an opportunity to share their respective goals and constraints. Key challenges discussed included:

- Ensuring that low-income multifamily buildings can be deemed eligible for low-income utility energy efficiency programs using a streamlined income verification process to reduce the burdens of income verifying every household.
- Allowing multifamily owners to access funding designated for low-income households when buildings are master-metered.
- Providing incentive levels sufficiently high to ensure the participation of multifamily affordable properties given the limited access to other sources of funding for energy efficiency improvements.

Realizing the value of collaboration

Critical to the success of the workshop was the participation of key leaders from the state energy office and the public utility commission (PUC), the two state agencies responsible for overseeing and regulating the utilities' energy efficiency portfolios. PUC Commissioner Betsy Wergin reminded the utilities that the multifamily housing stock had been underserved and is an opportunity for achieving energy savings. Commissioner Wergin chaired the NARUC committee responsible for the adoption of a resolution calling for the fair expenditure of ratepayer funding for multifamily housing (See page 14 of this report for more information about the NARUC resolution). She made it clear that the state supported efforts to develop cooperative approaches to capture new energy savings.

Another key component of the workshop was a presentation by Minnesota Housing outlining the agency's goals and approach to financing multifamily affordable housing. Like many state housing finance agencies, Minnesota Housing's finance programs include mandatory energy efficiency requirements—something the utilities were not aware of. The agency outlined several ways it could help the utilities overcome some of the challenges of serving multifamily affordable
housing. These included:

- Easy access to multifamily owners and property managers who have committed to making energy efficiency improvements but are in need of resources;
- Assurance that low-income tenants will benefit from the improvements since properties financed by the agency are subject to long-term affordability restrictions; and
- An existing process for income verification to ease concern about time-consuming document collection.

Utilities and regulators act

Xcel Energy and CenterPoint submitted multifamily program proposals in June of 2012. Xcel created its first ever Multi-Family Energy Savings Program which will offer free the replacement of lighting, refrigerators, freezers, and air-conditioning units. The program will also provide seminars in multifamily housing to educate tenants on conservation and free in-unit upgrades.

CenterPoint launched a Low-Income Multi-Family Building Rebate Project which focuses on heating system and water heater rebates. The rebates are 25% higher than the rebates typically offered for Commercial/Industrial projects.

---

**Energy Efficient Housing Reduces Ear Infections and Respiratory Allergies in Children**

The benefits of energy efficient affordable housing extend beyond lower utility costs. More efficient housing has been shown to improve health outcomes for residents.

The retrofit of Viking Terrace in Worthington, MN resulted in measurable decreases in certain ailments for both young and old residents. Viking Terrace consists of 60 apartments affordable to households with a mix of incomes. Built in 1974, the property received a significant redevelopment in 2007 led by Southwest Minnesota Housing Partnership (SMHP). SMHP incorporated extensive energy efficient and green measures as part of the property rehabilitation. Improvements included a new geo-thermal heating and cooling system, enhanced insulation, whole-unit ventilation system, ENERGY STAR rated appliances, and much more.

These measures reduced energy use by 45%. More importantly a study by the National Center for Healthy Housing found that the incidence of specific medical conditions decreased, including:

- Ear infections in children from 15% to 4%
- Adult chronic bronchitis from 10% to 0%
- Asthma in adults from 12 to 4%; and
- Respiratory allergies in children from 15 to 4%
The Division of Energy Resources (DER) also handed a victory to the coalition. DER is the state agency responsible for overseeing utility programs to ensure that ratepayer dollars are used effectively and energy savings are reported as accurately as possible. As discussed above, the Rental Housing Energy Efficiency Work Group cited lack of guidance on how to qualify multifamily properties as low-income as a major barrier to accessing efficiency programs.

The DER facilitated the eligibility of multifamily buildings for energy efficiency funding by providing guidance clarifying the process of designating buildings with five or more units as low-income. The DER determined that meeting any one of the following features would qualify a multifamily building as low-income:

- An appearance on the U.S. Dept. of Energy’s Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) list of eligible buildings
- Designated as a Low Income Renter Certification (LIRC) property based on MN Housing’s data on the number of low-income units in a building
- Use restriction contracts that specify a certain percent of units within a development are rented to tenants with annual income 60% or less of AMI

The low-income multifamily programs launched by Xcel Energy and CenterPoint Energy are pilots and are limited in scope but represent progress towards addressing some of the barriers that have prevented low-income residents of multifamily buildings from benefiting from energy efficiency improvements. Critical to this progress was ensuring that both affordable housing stakeholders and utilities understood each other’s goals and constraints. This was achieved through multiple structured discussions and ongoing dialogue between the key players.
In 2011 and 2012, the Maryland Public Service Commission (PSC) directed utilities to set aside a total of $21 million in funding for the purpose of making energy efficiency improvements in multifamily affordable housing. The Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) was designated by the PSC to manage the funding. The PSC made this decision, in part, because it determined that the utilities had failed to adequately provide energy services to the state’s low-income population. In contrast, DHCD has a proven record of delivering weatherization and retrofit services to low-income households, including in multifamily properties.

Utilities fail to meet state mandated energy efficiency requirements

In December 2011, the PSC completed a review of the utilities’ performance under the first three years of the state’s mandated energy efficiency savings requirements known as EmPOWER Maryland. The EmPOWER Maryland Energy Efficiency Act of 2008 directed the utilities to achieve a 15% reduction in electricity consumption and peak demand by 2015.64 The Act also required each investor-owned utility to operate low-income energy efficiency programs. In the first few years of the program, however, the utilities reported drastically low participation numbers in their low-income programs.65

The EmPOWER Act requires each electric utility company to file an energy savings and demand reduction plan every three years beginning in 2008. In the fall of 2011 the PSC conducted hearings to evaluate the utilities’ performance over the last three years and consider

| Challenges: | Utilities fail to meet state mandated energy efficiency requirements for low-income programs. | Master-metered multifamily buildings are ineligible for funding through low-income energy efficiency programs. |
| Engagement Approach: | Supported the MD Dept. of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) in its bid to administer utility-funded low-income energy efficiency programs. | Provided testimony to the Public Service Commission (PSC) documenting examples of state housing agencies like DHCD that were instrumental to implementing utility-funded efficiency programs. | Testified before the PSC urging that additional funding for low-income multifamily housing be provided as part of a merger settlement. |
| Outcomes: | The PSC transferred authority to DHCD to administer all utility-funded low-income energy efficiency programs and approved $12.5 million for low-income multifamily housing. | The PSC approved an additional $9 million in funding for low-income multifamily housing as part of a merger settlement and determined that master-metered buildings are eligible to receive funding. |
their proposed programs for the next three years. DHCD argued that the utilities had failed to meet their obligations under the EmPOWER Act with respect to serving low-income families and proposed that it manage the low-income programs instead, including $12.5 million for low-income multifamily housing. The Trust supported DHCD’s request and provided testimony documenting other examples of state housing agencies like DHCD that were instrumental to implementing utility-funded efficiency programs for low-income multifamily properties. The PSC ultimately agreed to DHCD’s request, transferring the responsibility for administering low-income energy efficiency programs to the agency.

DHCD’s experience makes it ideal for administering utility funding

DHCD’s case for managing utility funding was bolstered by its previous experience working with the Maryland Energy Administration (MEA) to successfully administer federal stimulus funding for efficiency improvements in low-income multifamily housing. The Maryland Energy Administration (MEA) and DHCD teamed up to create the Multifamily Energy Efficiency and Housing Affordability (MEEHA) program in 2009. MEA provided $6.5 million in seed funding from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) to initiate the MEEHA program. The program provided funding for energy audits, energy efficiency retrofits, and renewable energy improvements.

Part of MEEHA’s success can be attributed to DHCD’s experience administering several affordable housing programs which facilitated targeted outreach and streamlined project execution. Affordable multifamily projects already being considered for other DHCD rental financing were targeted for MEEHA funding. Property owners could submit one application for all their financing requests from DHCD. Existing affordable rental projects seeking funding only for energy efficiency improvements were also eligible to participate. DHCD’s experienced multifamily finance staff leveraged their existing relationships with affordable housing providers to recruit participation.

By the time the PSC was considering DHCD’s request to administer a utility-funded multifamily program, the MEEHA program had built a solid record of success. Energy efficiency improvements were completed or underway in over 5,100 apartments in 48 multifamily rental developments. Annual energy savings of nearly 10,000 megawatt hours (MWh) were expected; savings equal to the electricity consumption of 800 Maryland homes. A reduction of 6,500 metric tons of carbon emissions were also expected; the equivalent of taking more than 1,200 cars off the road. The program was shown to be very cost effective. The average investment of $1,750 per apartment returns more than $10,000 in cost savings over the life of the energy efficiency measures. These savings will help to ensure that low-income housing can remain affordable for families and seniors.

Merger provides an opportunity for additional funding

While the ratepayer funding expanded the number of multifamily properties that could receive energy efficiency upgrades, demand still far exceeded available resources. An opportunity to further increase funding for efficiency improvements in multifamily affordable housing presented itself when the PSC began evaluating the proposed merger of Exelon Corporation and Constellation Energy Group. As a condition of approval of the merger, PSC required Exelon to capitalize a $113 million Customer Investment Fund (CIF) to benefit ratepayers of Constellation’s
subsidiary, Baltimore Gas & Electric (BGE), through investments in energy efficiency and utility payment assistance. In March 2012, the PSC invited specific proposals for how the funding should be distributed.

The Trust participated in the public comment process and urged the PSC to allocate additional funding to DHCD for expansion of the MEEHA program. In testimony before the PSC, the Trust made the case that funding through the EmPOWER program will only serve 2% of the multifamily rental housing stock in BGE’s electric service territory and that additional resources were needed to address this underserved sector.

The Trust also urged the PSC to allow CIF funding to be used to expand existing energy efficiency services to master-metered low-income multifamily properties. Due to the commercial classification of these properties, they are currently ineligible for utility funding through the EmPOWER Low Income Energy Efficiency programs despite the fact that many such properties are home to low-income families. The Trust made the case that providing funding to master-metered properties would result in a more equitable treatment of low-income renters. Residents of master-metered properties receive numerous benefits from energy efficiency investments including stable affordable housing, lower rents due to more efficient property operations, and improved health and comfort due to better air sealing and insulation.

On November 8, 2012, the PSC issued its final ruling on the allocation of CIF funds providing an additional $9 million for energy efficiency improvements in multifamily affordable housing, including master-metered properties.

### Tapping into State Housing Agency Pipelines to Achieve Energy Savings

The MD Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) administers the Multifamily Energy Efficiency and Housing Affordability (MEEHA) program. The program provides funding for energy audits and energy efficiency improvements.

Part of MEEHA’s success can be attributed to DHCD’s experience administering several affordable housing programs which facilitated targeted outreach and streamlined project execution. Affordable multifamily projects already being considered for other DHCD rental financing were targeted for MEEHA funding.

Mountain View Towers, senior affordable housing in Cumberland, Maryland, was redeveloped in 2009 with financing from DHCD, including MEEHA funding. The proforma below demonstrates how the MEEHA funding fit into the project’s overall financing.

### Mountain View Towers Proforma:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of Funds</th>
<th>Uses of Funds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal LIHTC Equity (DHCD)</td>
<td>Acquisition $3,300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax Credit Assistance Pgm. (DHCD)</td>
<td>Construction $5,330,526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEEHA (DHCD)</td>
<td>Total Soft Costs $704,988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Sources</td>
<td>Other Costs $2,248,516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Sources $11,548,000</td>
<td>Total Dev. Costs $11,548,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rhode Island

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study at a glance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Challenges:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Multifamily stakeholders faced barriers when trying to access comprehensive energy efficiency services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Key staff from National Grid and the Rhode Island Housing Finance Agency were not collaborating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engagement Approach:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Facilitated several meetings with key players to discuss the fair allocation of ratepayer dollars to multifamily energy efficiency efforts, overcoming program design challenges, and achieving comprehensive retrofits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Rhode Island Housing presented a pipeline of multifamily properties that were to be recapitalized as potential candidates for energy efficiency services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcomes:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- National Grid proposed a new and improved process for serving multifamily housing that includes a single-point-of-contact for property owners and better coordination among the various energy efficiency programs that provide incentives for multifamily housing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Families living in affordable multifamily housing in Rhode Island face high energy bills and barriers to ratepayer-funded energy efficiency investments. Almost 50% of multifamily renters spend 30% or more of their income on housing and utility bills. Despite a demonstrated need for multifamily energy efficiency resources, existing utility programs were not set up to adequately address the sector.

**Key opportunities emerge**

Although Rhode Island’s multifamily housing was underserved, the state had several features amenable to implementing a targeted program.

- First, the stakeholders were limited. Only one major utility, National Grid, serves Rhode Island.

- Second, the housing finance agency, Rhode Island Housing, had prioritized the preservation of existing affordable housing stock.

- Finally, decisions by the Public Utility Commission, bolstered by legislative changes, expanded energy efficiency program budgets and relaxed restrictions on energy efficiency measures for natural gas.

Legislative revisions provided an opportunity for multifamily stakeholders to reshape energy efficiency offerings to better serve the multifamily sector. In late 2010, Rhode Island’s legislature adopted a revenue decoupling bill that extended the “Least Cost Procurement” provision to natural gas energy efficiency programs. Previously, the Commission was obligated to approve only utility electric energy efficiency plans so long as the measures were cost-effective.
compared to supply. Ratepayer funding for electric energy efficiency programs was also on the rise. In 2011, Rhode Island’s Public Utilities Commission approved $45.6 million for electric energy efficiency, a 47% increase over 2010 spending.\(^7\)

**Connecting the utility and housing finance agency**

A key team partner, National Consumer Law Center (NCLC), seized the opportunity to convene stakeholders to influence the multifamily energy efficiency offerings. On May 9, 2011, Charlie Harak of NCLC led a meeting with several key Rhode Island stakeholders, including representatives from the Rhode Island Energy Efficiency Resource Management Council (EERMC), public health and housing advocates, Providence city planners, the Rhode Island Housing Finance Agency, and the Rhode Island Foundation.

At the meeting participants considered the fair allocation of ratepayer dollars to multifamily energy efficiency efforts, overcoming program design challenges, and achieving comprehensive retrofits. Representatives from the Rhode Island Housing Agency reported that the agency had a portfolio of more than 16,000 apartments but faced challenges in preserving low-income housing. Some of the multifamily buildings must be refinanced and could not support the additional debt required to install energy efficiency upgrades.

This initial stakeholder meeting proved crucial. The broad coalition of perspectives represented eventually helped National Grid shape its multifamily pilots and proposals. The inclusion of representatives from the EERMC was critical. The EERMC serves a consultative function for National Grid, as mandated by statute and provides feedback and advice on improving energy efficiency programs.

Following the initial meeting, NCLC brought together National Grid and representatives from Rhode Island Housing. The meeting established a working relationship between the two organizations, one that had a multifamily pipeline, the other with responsibility to meet its energy efficiency goals. The Rhode Island Housing representatives provided affordable multifamily housing projects that could easily meet the “least cost procurement” requirement for National Grid and achieve deep energy savings. Rhode Island Housing also provided a series of recommendations to National Grid for improving their multifamily program such as providing a single point of contact for multifamily owners and implementing an energy use benchmarking pilot. Both National Grid and Rhode Island Housing have indicated that they see value in continuing their collaboration to better leverage energy efficiency resources.

**National Grid revamps its approach to multifamily energy efficiency**

One area of improvement identified by Rhode Island Housing and other stakeholders was the need to create a more streamlined, integrated process to make it easier for multifamily owners to access utility funding. Multifamily buildings can qualify for energy efficiency incentives under various National Grid residential and commercial programs depending on the mix of meters at the property and the type of efficiency improvements that are needed. However, requiring owners to apply to multiple programs to address the full energy efficiency needs of a building creates a significant barrier to their participation.
In its Energy Efficiency Program Plan for 2013, National Grid proposed a new and improved process for serving multifamily housing that includes a single-point-of-contact for property owners and better coordination among the various energy efficiency programs that provide incentives for multifamily housing. A Multifamily Program Manager will be hired to help customers understand and apply for all eligible incentives. Through this tailored approach National Grid will be able to comprehensively address efficiency improvements for living spaces, common areas, and exterior lighting. Available incentives include building shell measures such as air sealing and insulation, heating and domestic hot water, cooling, lighting, and appliances. The program offers no-cost services and measures for low income multifamily buildings, defined as housing owned by public housing authorities or that receive state or federal government subsidies.
Conclusion

We are faced with an important opportunity to achieve significant energy savings and in turn help to sustain much needed affordable housing for our nation’s low-income families. Utility spending on energy efficiency programs is expected to increase substantially over the next decade. By effectively targeting these resources to multifamily affordable rental housing we will help utilities and state governments achieve their energy savings goals, increase housing affordability for low-income households, spur economic growth, and significantly reduce carbon emissions.

Advancing effective utility-sponsored multifamily energy efficiency programs can be challenging. Stakeholders must address a number of obstacles if successful efforts are to become commonplace. Obstacles include the split incentive problem; lack of targeted, streamlined multifamily programs; limited access to upfront capital; and lack of coordination and collaboration among key players from both sectors. Nonetheless, the case studies presented in this report clearly show that such obstacles can be overcome. The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission changed its policies to make it more attractive for utilities to address multifamily housing and that led to the creation of several targeted utility programs. Utilities in Minnesota created the first ever low-income multifamily programs in the state. The Maryland Public Service Commission made it significantly easier to mesh utility and affordable housing funding streams by tapping the Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development to administer more than $20 million in utility funding. And collaboration among National Grid and the Rhode Island Housing Finance Agency led to a much more streamlined and efficient process for delivering services to multifamily housing.

These case studies provide several common lessons about successful engagement to advance multifamily utility programs. Building relationships with key utility and regulatory decision makers is critical. Simply bringing stakeholders together and facilitating an open dialogue can begin to catalyze change. Multifamily stakeholders must define the value proposition for utilities by demonstrating the significant energy savings potential in this housing stock and should take advantage of strategic entry points such as utility plan filing deadlines and rulemaking proceedings in which the design of energy efficiency programs could be raised.

The path is now defined and the National Housing Trust along with its partners – ACEEE, the National Consumer Law Center and D&R International – looks forward to a future where affordable multifamily rental properties in every state are harnessing utility energy efficiency resources.
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